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authorized Nissan dealers and backed by the manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit for the following
vehicle options. Engine: 6 Cyl 3. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. XX
Ignition key warning chime does not activate. XX All warning chimes do not activate. Check
voltage between control unit termi- nalj 14and ground. OK cNG Check the following. Check
voltage between control unit termi- nalj 1and ground. Condition of key switch Voltage [V] Key is
inserted. Check voltage between control unit termi- nalsj 11,j12and ground. Check continuity
between control unit ter- minalj 18and ground. Continuity should exist. OK cNG Repair harness
or connec- tors. Check voltage between control unit termi- nalj 7and ground. Terminal No.
Condition Continuity j 1-j2Key is inserted. Yes Key is removed. Condition Continuity j 1-j3Door
switch is pushed. No Door switch is released. Low and high speed wiper operation Ground is
supplied to wiper switch terminalj 17through body grounds. With power and ground supplied,
the wiper motor operates at low speed. With power and ground supplied, the wiper motor
operates at high speed. Auto stop operation With wiper switch turned OFF, wiper motor will
continue to operate until wiper arms reach windshield base. When wiper arms reach base of
windshield, wiper motor terminalsj 4andj5are connected instead of ter- minalsj 5andj6. Wiper
motor will then stop wiper arms at the PARK position. Intermittent operation The wiper motor
operates the wiper arms one time at low speed at a set interval of approximately 3 to 13
seconds. The wiper motor operates at low speed at the desired interval. With power and ground
supplied, the washer motor operates. When the lever is pulled to the WASH position for one
second or more, the wiper motor operates at low speed for approximately 3 seconds to clean
windshield. Front wiper: 21 - 26 Nzm 2. This will reduce possibility of wiper arm loose- ness.
Remove 4 bolts that secure wiper motor. Detach wiper motor from wiper linkage at ball joint.
Remove wiper linkage. Be careful not to break ball joint rubber boot. Installation is the reverse
order of removal. Low speed wiper operation Ground is supplied to rear wiper switch
terminalj24through body grounds. With power and ground supplied, the wiper motor operates.
Auto stop operation With the rear wiper switch turned OFF, rear wiper motor will continue to
operate until wiper arm reaches rear window base. When wiper arm reaches base of rear
window, rear wiper motor terminalsj 3andj4are connected instead of terminalsj 2andj3. Rear
wiper motor will then stop wiper arm at the PARK position. Intermittent operation The rear wiper
motor operates the wiper arm one time at low speed at an interval of approximately 7 sec- onds.
Then the rear wiper motor operates intermittently in the same manner as the low speed wiper
operation. With power and ground is supplied, the rear washer motor operates. The rear wiper
motor operates when the ring is turned to WASH position for one second or more and for

approximately 3 seconds after the ring is released. G Electrical System Workshop Manual
online. Car Manuals Online. Removal 1. G Manual. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of nissan
altima wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic depiction of
an electric circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the
power and signal connections in between the devices. A wiring diagram normally offers info
about the loved one setting as well as plan of gadgets and also terminals on the devices, to help
in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial representation would certainly reveal much more
detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic notation to
stress affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to fix
problems and also making certain that all the links have actually been made which everything is
present. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A first check out a circuit diagram might be confusing, but if you could review a
subway map, you could check out schematics. The purpose is the same: receiving from factor A
to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the course that permits electricity to circulation. If you know
what to search for, it ll come to be 2nd nature. While initially you ll simply be reading them,
ultimately you will certainly begin producing your own. This guide will show you a few of the
typical symbols that you make sure to see in your future electric engineering job. Voltage:
Measured in volts V , voltage is the pressure or force of electrical energy. This is normally
supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains electrical power, the outlets in your home
operate at V. Outlets in various other nations operate at a various voltage, which is why you
require a converter when traveling. Existing: Existing is the circulation of electrical power, or
more specifically, the circulation of electrons. It is gauged in Amperes Amps , and could only
move when a voltage supply is linked. Resistance: Gauged in Ohms R or O , resistance
specifies how easily electrons can flow through a product. Materials such as gold or copper, are
called conductors, as they conveniently enable flow of movement low resistance. Plastic, wood,
as well as air are examples of insulators, hindering the activity of electrons high resistance. DC
Straight Present. DC is a continuous flow of existing in one instructions. DC could move not
simply through conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, or even a vacuum cleaner.
AC Alternating Present. The frequency of Air Conditioner is gauged in Hertz Hz , as well as is
usually 60 Hz for power in property as well as business objectives. Currently s the fun things.
Finishing an electrical engineering level and after that obtaining a job in the area suggests you
will see a lot a whole lot a great deal of these schematics. It s important to understand
specifically just what is going on with these. While they could as well as will certainly get really
complicated, these are simply a few of the usual graphics to get your footing on. Starting to
make good sense? These are the fundamentals as well as might also appear evident or intuitive
to you, such as the cables and also if they are linked. Whenever you identify your specific field
of electric design, you may see extra complicated diagrams as well as signs. You ll learn
likewise that different countries utilize different symbols. For example, of the 2 symbols for
resistors above, the very first one is used in the United States, while the 2nd is made use of in
Europe. You will certainly likewise learn more about the different signs utilized for switches,
various other power supplies, inductors, meters, lamps, LEDs, transistors, antennas, and a lot a
lot more. Wiring Diagram Sample. Collection of nissan altima wiring diagram you are able to
download at no cost. Please download these nissan altima wiring diagram by using the
download button, or right select selected image, then use Save Image menu. A wiring diagram
is a straightforward visual representation from the physical connections and physical layout of
the electrical system or circuit. It shows how the electrical wires are interconnected which
enable it to also show where fixtures and components might be attached to the system. Wiring
diagrams help technicians to view the way the controls are wired to the system. Many people
can understand and understand schematics known as label or line diagrams. This type of
diagram is much like taking a photograph with the parts and wires all connected up. A wiring
diagram is a simple visual representation in the physical connections and physical layout of an
electrical system or circuit. It shows how the electrical wires are interconnected and will also
show where fixtures and components may be coupled to the system. Use wiring diagrams to
assist in building or manufacturing the circuit or computer. They are also a good choice for
making repairs. DIY enthusiasts use wiring diagrams but they are also common in home based
building and auto repair. For example, a property builder would want to look at the geographic
location of electrical outlets and light fixtures using a wiring diagram to prevent costly mistakes
and building code violations. A schematic shows the plan and function to have an electrical
circuit, but is not focused on the physical layout in the wires. Wiring diagrams show how the
wires are connected and where they must located in the actual device, and also the physical
connections between all the components. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram uses
abstract or simplified shapes and lines to demonstrate components. Pictorial diagrams will

often be photos with labels or highly-detailed drawings in the physical components. If a line
touching another line carries a black dot, it means the lines are connected. Most symbols
utilized on a wiring diagram seem like abstract versions of the real objects they represent. A
resistor is going to be represented with a series of squiggles symbolizing the restriction of
current flow. An antenna is really a straight line with three small lines branching off at its end,
comparable to an actual antenna. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook Tweet Pin. This
pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Vacuum line help. I
have a 96 nissan maxima, the vacuum hose from the top of the transmission, where does that
connect toJustAnswer. Nissan Pickup Questions - anybody have vacuum diagram for nissan
pickup? Help with vacuum lines and an introduction - Maxima ForumsMaxima Forums. I have
code p on a Nissan Maxima can you tell me which sensor i will need and is this a serious
codeJustAnswer. Vacuum line diagram for a 95 Maxima, I need a detailed one. Nissan Maxima
owners have reported 25 problems related to wiring under the electrical system category. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Nissan Maxima based on all problems reported for the Maxima. The
contact owns a Nissan Maxima. While the vehicle was being serviced by an independent
mechanic, the wiring underneath the driver's seat caught fire. The fire department was not
contacted. An auto technician extinguished the fire. There were no injuries. The independent
mechanic stated that a wire burned through, which likely caused the fire. The contact was
unsure of what repairs were needed. The vehicle was not repaired. The contact spoke with tim
dahle Nissan state st, murray, ut who stated that they could not assist and advised the contact
to speak with the manufacturer. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and stated that
they were not liable since the vehicle was no longer under warranty. The approximate failure
mileage was , See all problems of the Nissan Maxima. The vehicle was running just fine 1 hour
prior to locking me out and causing many of hours with aaa diagnostics, then towing to 2
separate locations and I asked the dealer if this is a routine issue it seems extreme and a
manufacturing defect that could have caused serious injury or death resulting if it happened
when on the road and not in my garage to quote their response was no it wouldn't of done it
while driving but it could of deserted you in a location other than your home causing you even
further inconvenience. The vehicle is only 5 years old, I maintain it by operators manual, I
cannot explain how upsetting it is to have a vehicle with the "auto theft" selling point be a faulty
manufacturing of the ability for owners to start their vehicle. The random stop working is very
concerning because the steering wheel cannot move. Its definitely a vehicle that should be
recalled for this situation. We bought our Maxima brandnew in July of Loved everything about
until this past June of Our first problem was some clitching electrical wiring. The outside
mirrors wouldn't move up and down when we put the car in reverse. This would happen off and
on while we took our trip out of town in June. After we came back my husband made a
appointment to get it checked out, but because the outside mirrors were working again we just
let it be and didn't follow up with the Nissan service department. In July of I was sitting in my
parked car when I was ready to leave, I started my car only to hear this awful sort of grinding
noise. I had a tow company come to tell that my battery was "dead". Which I was surprised,

because my car is just 3 years old and I only had miles on it. The towing company charged my
battery for me to make it across the street to autozone, where I got a new battery. I remember
the last time when I brought in the car for service, the lady was telling me that I needed to drive
my car more often due to the battery being "low". Which I thought was strange, I mean how
inconvenient is that to have to drive you're car every day, because if you don't the battery just
"dies" on you?! Come to find out after I called the Nissan dealer that it was the steering column
and that the motor need to be replaced and this is happening 2 months after my warranty ran
out! I called Nissan dealer, they told me to bring it in. Seeing my car is 3 years old. To me it
should be a recall factory issue! I don't think so! Nissan need to make this steering column a
recall issue! The contact owns a Nissan Maxima se. The contact was driving 65 mph when the
vehicle lost power as the engine started to smoke. The vehicle coasted to a complete stop but
was restarted later and then taken to the dealer. The contact stated that the failure was a
recurring issue and the dealer had previously made repairs to the idle air control valve and the
wiring for the idle control valve, to no avail. The vehicle was not further repaired and the failure
persisted. The current and failure mileage was 73, Then it would start, but die when put in gear.
We had it towed to dealer - they say "bad engine mounts" caused the wiring harness to short
out, destroying it, the ecm, and the iac valve. They quote to repair, and say that sometimes
when this happens the air fuel meter needs replacing too. From reading other reports, I doubt
the "bad engine mounts" story. We also have unexplained abs and traction control warning
lights, that came on simultaneously a few months ago along with the check engine light. They
replaced the air fuel meter which fixed the engine light. I suspect the harness was deteriorated
then, caused the afm to fail and the phony warning lights, and now it has deteriorated further.
Car has been well maintained, serviced regularly, dealer said nothing about engine mounts
when in for the afm replacement a few months ago. We did not have a fire, and when the car
died in traffic we got the police there quickly to control traffic, but only after several near
rear-end collisions. As a known issue with risk of fire or accident, this should be escalated. I
requested the original drive belts to show my husband as I never recalled having this service
done on any of the cars I owned at such low mileage. Towed to mechanic in town who had the
car for 10 days in which time he changed the battery and said the battery wiring harness had
been damaged but still thinks it is something else as the car would start but wouldn't run. Car
was towed back to middletown Nissan and they immediately found the problem - the mass air
sensor was bad. I contacted Nissan headquarters and stated my concern that this happened
after the maintenance work had just been done. Well, I'm not satisfied with this response. I still
question what happened to my basically brand new car when Nissan middletown did the
maintenance work on it. I would appreciate your opinion on the mechanics and the safety of this
vehicle. Thank you for your time and assistance. On March 5, , the idle air control went out on
this vehicle. The part was replaced with a genuine part from Nissan. Within 30 days of replacing
the part, the electronic motor mount wiring shorted out, which caused the new part to burn, as
well as the computer. The car was taken to the Nissan dealership, in which they were aware of
this problem and failed to do something about it. I was told that this has happened to several
other customers and there is nothing that could be done about it. I feel the Nissan dealership is
concealing a problem that could have been recalled and some resolution to this problem could
have been found. The consumers are being deceived by not being informed of this problem
before they purchase the series of Nissan Maxima. My Nissan Maxima se had one coil replaced
in This year I replaced the alternator as well. My airbag light flashes constantly and my clock
goes in and out of service. My service engine soon light came on and the car runs very rough.
When idling it sounds like a choking piece of crap and on the hills the light flashes. I was told I
had a bad coil again and took it for a diagnostic that said multiple misfire and replace all six
coils. I have read complaint after complaint about coils. When I bought my Maxima new I
thought I was buying a car that was reliable but I am hearing that coil replacement is the rule not
the exception. I also have rear brake noise. Since year three of owning the car. I have replaced
two sets of brake pads as well. The contact owns a Nissan Maxima gle. When accelerating from
a stop, the vehicle will completely shut off and not restart. The incident occurred twice and the
vehicle was towed to a mechanic on both occasions. The first time the battery was replaced and
the second time the cause of failure was determined to be the crank position sensor. The
contact is experiencing the same failure as noted in recall 03v engine and engine cooling. The
manufacturer stated that the VIN was not included in the recall. The current and failure mileages
were 54, The consumer stated Nissan did not find the cause of the problem, when the vehicle
was taken to an independent dealer he determined the cause was a fluctuating voltage given out
by the alternator and a worn wire harness which could of shorted the system. Upon the repair of
the defects, there is no further investigation needed. My Nissan Maxima constantly knocks and
pings when I try to accelerate on the highway or up a hill causing a dangerous condition on a

entrance ramp or when attempting to pass. I consider this a dangerous situation that Nissan
should be responsible for and I would like to see a recall to cover the cost of this defeat. The
contact owns a Maxima gle that experienced a failure on the right passenger side headlight. The
contact purchased a new bulb for the light. Upon installation of the new light bulb it was
discovered that the bulbs plug was fused and burned in that particular headlight. The vehicle
was taken to a dealer, who noted the bulb could not be replaced because the bulb were
connected to an electrical wiring harness that was connected to lighting within the vehicle. The
vehicle was not repaired due to the cost. The manufacturer has not been contacted at this point.
Cylinder misfire- problems with the electrical system. Car unable to be driven due to potential
safety issues. Replaced 6 coils, replaced egi wiring harness, replaced air filter, throttle body
service, replaced battery. I drive a well maintained Nissan Maxima se that is regularly serviced. I
took the car to the shop at , due to "service engine soon" light. The diagnosis was to replace all
6 ignition coils - because 1 was likely bad, they couldn't tell which one, and that once one goes
the others follow suit. I believe this is a manufacturers defect and should be recalled, but Nissan
refuses to recall this part. Hundreds and hundreds of Maxima owners are having the same
problem with these ignition coils. It makes me wronder about Nissan these days. This is a
mileage issue. I bought on July 8, from empire Nissan, ontario, CA a z vehicle that a an
odometer reading of On July 11, my insurance agent checked on line with carfax on the history
of this car. Per carfax report, mileage as of Dec. Upon carfax advice, we can either notify your
office or the California dept of motor vehicle. Dmv advised us to bring it to the dealer's attention
because their records only show 1 registration upon the purchase of the first original buyer.
Then, the mileage was 8 miles. It has not been smogged nor re-registered. I have brought the
matter to empire Nissan on the evening of July 13, I got a call and am going there in the
evening. Please help me. What is the right recourse for this case?. The truck was parked and
caught on fire. The fire was coming from the engine compartment. Driver was able to extinguish
the fire. No injuries reported. Driver contacted the dealer for an appointment. The dealer stated
this has happen to multiple Maximas and there is no way to prevent it from happening. Horrible
electrical burning smell in the cabin that could have caused a fire. I bought this car in oct After
my 60, mile service at the dealer rte. The rpm meter oscillated between 0 and continuously
before stabilizing. I told the dealer about this and during my regular service, the dealer
inspected and told me that there was an idling problem and that he would try to do something
about it. The car appeared to be fine for the next few days but then started stuttering again while
taking a reverse. This problem used to happen only occassionally and and so I could live with it.
Meanwhile I moved over to California, and it was also time for my next service 66, The
unfortunate part of the diagnosis was that the vehicle was returned in a worse condition than
before. Now the check engine light was always lit up and the vehicle started stopping whenever
the car came to a halt stop signs, turns and traffic lights and on some occassions narrowly
escaping someone from rear-ending my car at stop signs. My car is now in a non-drivable state
for the fear of it stalling anytime on the roads and getting hit by another vehicle. The real
problem with the quality of the part that Nissan has provided my car with. While driving the
check engine light came on. Dealership indicated that this occurred because the electronic coils
malfunctioned and needed to be replaced. Six coils were replaced. This was a common failure
with these vehicles. Electronic motor mount wiring shorted out,causing two computers to catch
on fire. Dealer notified. I own a Nissan Maxima. Since the purchase in we have had several
problems with the electrical. Blown fuses, ignition coils replaced, etc. When my power windows
stopped working, then my door locks, then my lights I decided to take it to an independant
mechanic. Under the driver's seat there are 3 motors, all with wiring. So, when you would sit on
the seat the wires would touch metal and short out. I feel fortunate that I was not a victim of a
fire beneath the seat which I believe would have been the ultimate outcome. I think this should
be checked out to see if it is a common problem with this year and make of vehicle. Thank you.
The car stalls out and problems with restarting the engine. I believe that a wiring harness is not
something that should need to be replaced unless there were an inherent problem with the
harness. Please advise. Consumer turned off engine and noticed smoke, the vehicle was taken
to the dealer where it was determined that the wire on the electronic motor mount wiring caught
on fire and burned. Bring vehicle back to whoever installed alarm system into vehicle for
repairs!!! I brought my car to Nissan route 22 were I had alarm installed. They want to charge me
for diagnoses and perhaps repairs then. I bought new car from Nissan dealer, did all repairs and
maintenance with Nissan. Demage wasn't caused by me. Driving with danger of another short
and perhaps fire. Did diagnose with independent mechanic shop who states: "Nissan ignition
side is not secure, it is completely open and my wires are already melted which he doesn't
warranty my safty. I had called Nissan hot line. I had called gm from Nissan route 22 who never
returned my call and left me with this situation. Car may go on fire at any time. Smoke noticed

from underhood while vehicle parked in garage. Fire inside alternator-put out with fire
extinguisher. Car Problems. Wiring problem of the Nissan Maxima 1. Wiring problem of the
Nissan Maxima 2. Wiring problem of the Nissan Maxima 3. Wiring problem of the Nissan Maxima
4. Wiring problem of the Nissan Maxima 5. Wiring problem of the Nissan Maxima 6. Wiring
problem of the Nissan Maxima 7. Wiring problem of the Nissan Maxima 8. Wiring problem of the
Nissan Maxima 9. Wiring problem of the Nissan Maxima Electrical System problems. Ignition
Coils Failure problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Ignition Module problems. Ignition
problems. Battery problems. O2 Sensor problems. Underhood Wiring problems. The following
wiring diagram and electrical system description apply for nissan maxima seriesin this manual
you will find brief description and illustration of maxima electrical system wiring diagram which
covers how to read wiring diagram sections harness connector standardized relay power
supply routing ground distribution battery starting system charging system combination. Listed
below is the vehicle specific wiring diagram for your car alarm remote starter or keyless entry
installation into your nissan pathfinderthis information outlines the wires location color and
polarity to help you identify the proper connection spots in the vehicle. Please verify all wire
colors and diagrams before applying any information. Sc se std xe. Home the12volts install bay
vehicle wiring view all nissan vehicles nissan maxima. Ignititon switch wiring diagram for a
nissan sentra want to replace and or check wire placement on the ignition nissan sentra
question. Parts like wiring are shipped directly from authorized nissan dealers and backed by
the manufacturers warranty. Parts fit for the following vehicle options. Wrg Nissan Sentra
Wiring Diagram. Wiring Diagram For Nissan Altima. Nissan 1b Home nissan altima stereo wiring
diagram nissan frontier alternator wiring diagram nissan frontier radio wiring diagram nissan
maxima radio wiring diagram nissan pathfinder stereo wiring diagram Nissan Wiring Diagram. It
shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the facility and signal
connections amid the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives guidance more or less the
relative viewpoint and harmony of devices and terminals upon the devices, to incite in building
or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would work more detail of the beast appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation to draw attention to interconnections
on top of swine appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to
create distinct that all the friends have been made and that whatever is present. Architectural
wiring diagrams piece of legislation the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire
routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a
common circuit. Wiring diagrams use tolerable symbols for wiring devices, usually interchange
from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not and no-one else doing
where something is to be installed, but as well as what type of device is subconscious installed.
For example, a surface ceiling open is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling vivacious has a
substitute symbol, and a surface fluorescent spacious has different symbol. Each type of switch
has a rotate parable and as a result accomplish the various outlets. There are symbols that work
the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams
may be required by the electrical inspection authority to agree to association of the address to
the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will moreover total panel schedules for
circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flame alarm or
closed circuit television or other special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing a car stereo, car radio, car speakers, car amplifier, car
navigation or any mobile electronics is identifying the correct radio wire colors for a Nissan
Maxima. The Modified Life staff has put their heads together to create an invaluable resource
containing free car stereo wiring diagram, free car wiring diagram and free radio wiring diagram.

Use of the wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all radio wires, wire colors and
wiring diagrams before applying any information found here to your Nissan Maxima. If you
would like to help the Modified Life community by adding a car radio wiring diagrams or car
stereo wiring diagrams to our resource, please feel free to email us using our contact form. I
installed a pioneer headunit in my girlfriends 98 maxima using wiring harnesses from best buy.
After wiring everything the unit works great however now her dash lights and running lights do
not come on with the headlights as they should. Any suggestions on how to fix this would be
great. Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Leave a Comment Cancel
Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. The
Nissan Maxima repair manual contains detailed information on the diagnosis, adjustment and
repair of engines, a description of self-diagnosis procedures and recommendations for
adjusting and repairing mechanical and automatic transmissions, braking system components,
steering and suspension. Detailed wiring diagrams and descriptions of electrical inspections of
left-hand drive and right-hand drive models of various configuration options are presented.
Possible malfunctions and methods for their elimination, the sizes of the main parts and the
limits of their permissible wear, recommended lubricants and working fluids are given. All
content on the site Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not bear any responsibility for
illegal actions, and any damage incurred by the copyright holders. Your email address will not
be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
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